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The surface structure, chemical composition and electronic
structure of Sr(Ti1-xFex)O3 under different temperatures and oxygen
pressures were studied by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy /
Spectroscopy (STM/S) and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
(XPS). The surface structure remained stable to 430oC at 10-3 mbar
oxygen pressure. When annealing at low oxygen pressure, the A to
B site ratio, Sr/(Fe+Ti) decreased, Fe content at the B site
increased, and particles that are likely to be Fe enriched,
precipitated to the grain boundaries. Moreover, Fe changed its
valence state, in part, from Fe3+ to Fe2+, consistent with oxygen
vacancy formation. The surface of STF was electrically insulating
at room temperature, and exhibited by STS a well defined gap in
the electronic density of states at 380oC. With further increase to
430oC, the energy gap disappeared. The variation in surface
defects during thermal treatment is discussed as a likely reason for
electronic structure changes at elevated temperatures.

Introduction
The slow oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at the cathode is a major barrier to achieving
high performance from solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) at intermediate temperatures.
Surface oxygen exchange and oxygen diffusion into the oxide cathodes are believed to be
two key processes controlling ORR kinetics. While the electronic and ionic conductivity
within the bulk of cathode materials is well studied, the relation of the surface activity to
the surface structure, chemical composition and electronic structure remains unclear and
controversial (1). Electrochemical investigation of porous electrodes is traditionally used
to study the ORR kinetics, with kinetic parameters as reaction constants and energy
barriers deduced (2). However, it remains a formidable challenge to isolate surface
chemical and electronic properties from the electrochemical measurements on porous
electrodes alone. More recently, dense thin film electrodes with simpler and more
controlled geometries have enabled improved insight into the governing reaction
pathways, the presence of surface segregation and of inhomogeneities in the electronic
properties as function of surface microstructure (3-6). However, the harsh operating
environments of the SOFC make it difficult to probe the surface chemical and electronic
state in situ with conventional surface science techniques.
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A key objective of this study is to identify how the electronic and chemical states of
the dense thin film cathode surfaces evolve as a function of temperature and oxygen
pressure. For this purpose, we use a modified scanning tunneling microscope that enables
topographic imaging and electronic structure characterization with high spatial resolution
at elevated temperatures and in an oxygen environment. The broader impact of our work
is expected to enable the correlation of surface structure, electron tunneling and chemical
characteristics to the oxygen reduction kinetics at the atomistic level on SOFC cathode
surfaces.
The material we chose to study is the Sr(Ti1-xFex)O3 (STF) solid solution system,
which is stable over a wide range of temperature and oxygen pressures (PO2). The
capability of adjusting its ionic and electronic conductivity over wide limits via variations
in the Fe content make it an ideal model material for study (7). The defect chemistry and
bulk conductivity of STF are well studied (8, 9) and importantly, the oxygen exchange
process at the surface was indentified to be the rate limiting step (10, 11).

Experimental Approach
SrTi0.65Fe0.35O3 (STF) dense thin films with thickness of 130 nm were grown by
pulsed laser deposition (PLD) onto (100) oriented single crystal yttria doped zirconia
(YSZ) substrates (MTI Corporation, Richmond, CA). The film was confirmed by XRD to
be highly textured along the (110) out of plane direction. High spatial resolution probing
of the surface structure and electronic state was achieved via in situ Scanning Tunneling
Microscopy and Spectroscopy (STM, STS) at high temperature and O2 environment
(Omicron GmbH). The oxygen doser was placed near the STM stage in the chamber to
achieve higher oxygen pressure at the sample surface. Samples were radiatively heated
by a pyrolytic boron nitride (PBN) heater for cleaning the sample and for high
temperature measurements. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), within the same
chamber, was used to identify the chemical state of the surface before and after the
STM/STS measurements. Mg X-ray source of 1253.6 eV, at a power of 300W, was used
for XPS measurements. This combined set-up avoids contamination of the surface in
sample transfer between the XPS and STM/STS measurements.

Results and Discussion
Surface Structure
The film surface topography, electronic structure, and chemistry exhibited
temperature- and oxygen partial pressure-dependent characteristics. At room temperature,
the STF films were insulating. At temperatures near 300oC, the films had sufficient
concentration of free carriers to enable STM/STS measurements. The morphology of the
surface is shown in Fig. 1-a. The film exhibits grain sizes of 20 to 30 nm. At temperatures
up to 430oC, the surface topography remains stable in oxygen pressures of 10-3 mbar.
When the pressure decreased to 10-9 mbar, additional particles precipitate at the surface,
preferentially at the grain boundaries, as shown in Fig. 1-b.
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Figure 1. STM image measured at 430 C, PO2~ 1×10-3 mbar (a) before and (b) after
annealing at 1×10-10 mbar; (c) Boxed part of the image in (b), zoomed in; (d) height
profile from (c).
Chemical Composition
The surface was found to be enriched in the A site cation (Sr) content in its asprepared state. The A to B site ratio, Sr/(Ti+Fe), was about 2.1. The Fe content at the B
site was 34%, close to the bulk value. To avoid the impact of surface contamination on
the interpretation of surface composition changes, the film was first heated to 430oC in
10-3 mbar oxygen for 2 hours to clean the surface of carbon contamination. After this
cleaning procedure, the carbon content at the surface was less than 5%. Below we discuss
changes in the surface cation content and chemical states as a function of oxygen partial
pressure.
1) Surface Cation Content: As shown in Fig. 2-a, when the oxygen pressure decreases
from 10-3 mbar to 10-9 mbar, the A to B site ratio (Sr/(Ti+Fe)) decreases and the Fe
content at the B site increases. Fig. 2-b shows the relative fraction of each cation as a
function of oxygen pressure. We can see that annealing at lower oxygen pressures causes
Fe to increase at the surface and for Sr to decrease, while Ti remains unchanged. The
changes as a function of pressure are only partially reversible.
The changes observed for the Sr/(Ti+Fe) ratio as function of O2 pressure is in
agreement with previous observations for SrTiO3 (STO) upon thermal treatment: for
reduced STO, the B site (Ti) was found to segregate to the surface, while for oxidized
STO the surface was enriched with Sr (12-16). The work of Szot and Speier et al. (12, 13)
suggested that the chemical composition change on STO upon thermal treatment could be
associated with the redistribution of Sr and/or SrO. They proposed that when STO is
reduced, the surface is depleted of Sr and O, and the TiO2 layer can be exposed. At the
same time, oxygen vacancies were created. In our work, we observed the decrease of A
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site content when STF was heated in low oxygen pressure at 430oC, which was much
lower than the temperature used in other reported work, mostly above 900oC (12-16).
However, it is known that the Sr mobility is already significant in perovskites at
temperature as low as 300oC (17). Moreover, the high grain boundary density of our
nano-crystalline STF films can serve as fast diffusion paths for a redistribution of the
cations, predominantly of Sr, in the near-surface region. It is possible that the decrease of
the Sr surface content observed in this study at low oxygen pressure was the result of the
movement of Sr from the surface into the bulk STF.
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Figure 2. Chemical composition under different oxygen pressures at 430oC (a) A to B site
ratio Sr/(Fe+Ti) and Fe concentration at B site, Fe/(Fe+Ti); (b) Relative concentration of
each cation at the surface.
We note that the Fe increase observed in XPS occurs at the same conditions as the
particle precipitation at the boundaries shown by STM. It is possible that surface
segregated Fe prefers to precipitate at the grain boundary as an iron enriched phase. In
acceptor doped SrTiO3, segregation of dopants to the grain boundaries is generally
observed and is considered to play an essential role in determining the electronic
properties of the film (18-21). In the work by Wang et al., metallic Fe particles were
found at grain boundaries and triple junctions in bulk Fe-doped SrTiO3 by heating to
1350oC in H2 (20). The conditions examined here are not nearly as reducing as reported
in refs 19-21. However, surface segregation and precipitation may begin under less
reducing conditions than those required for phase separation in bulk microcrystalline STF.
While the driving force for Fe segregation to the surface remains to be determined, ab
initio calculations by Alexandrov et al. (22) do find that the energy for substituting Ti
with Fe is lower at the surface than in the bulk for Fe doped SrTiO3. But whether heating
STF in reducing environment could promote such tendency still needs more work to
confirm.
2) Cation Chemical States: The Fe 2p, Ti 2p and Sr 3d peaks from the x-ray
photoelectron spectra at different oxygen pressures are shown in Fig. 3. The peak
position is calibrated with respect to the lattice oxygen peak at 528.9 eV. At 1×10-3 mbar,
Fe 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 are at 723.2 eV and 709.7 eV respectively. Fe 2p shows an apparent
satellite peak at 718.1 eV, corresponding to the presence of Fe3+ (23-25). The satellite
peak disappears upon reducing the oxygen pressure to 1×10-9 mbar. This indicates that
the valence state of Fe reduces to a mixed state of Fe3+ and Fe2+ (23-25). The increase of
FWHM for the 2p3/2 peak from 2.4 eV to 2.7 eV is another indication of the mixed
valance state of Fe (25). The Fe peak shifts slightly to lower binding energy, 722.7 eV
for Fe 2p1/2 and 709.2eV for Fe 2p3/2. This change in peak position is caused by the
increase of Fe2+ content, which has a lower binding energy compared to Fe3+. The evident
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change in the Fe reduction state from Fe3+ to Fe2+ suggests the corresponding formation
of oxygen vacancies on the surface. No evidence for metallic Fe is observed on the
surface. In bulk Fe-doped STO, Fe2+ is observed only when heated to temperatures above
1000oC (26); the presence Fe2+ is observed at much lower temperatures at the surface of
our STF films. This suggests that the oxygen vacancy formation energy on the surface
may be much lower than that in the bulk of STF.
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Figure 3. Comparison of Fe 2p, Ti 2p and Sr 3d x-ray photoemission peaks upon
annealing at 10-3 and at 10-9 mbar.
As shown in Fig. 3, the Ti 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 peaks are at 463.4 eV and 457.7 eV with a
separation of 5.7 eV, in agreement with the XPS results for Ti4+ (24, 27). Sr 3d doublet
spectra are fit to two peaks, the ratio between the Sr 3d3/2 and 3d5/2 peak areas being close
to 2:3 which is the theoretical value. At 10-3 mbar, Sr 3d3/2 and 3d5/2 peaks are at 135.1
and 133.3 eV, as reported for Sr2+ of STO (24, 27). No apparent changes in peak position
and peak shape were observed at different oxygen pressures for Sr and Ti. This indicates
that the valence states of Ti and Sr do not change within our detection limits.
In summary, we identified that STF exhibits oxygen pressure dependent changes in
its surface cation content and chemistry. These changes favor a decrease in A site to B
site ratio at lower oxygen pressures, accompanied by an increase in the Fe content on the
B site. Furthermore, Fe in part reduces from Fe3+ to Fe2+ on the surface at relatively low
temperatures of 430oC. The decrease of Sr content at the surface could be related to the
Sr movement into the subsurface, which was also observed on STO under significantly
reducing environments (12, 13). The difference in the formation energy of Fe
substitution at the surface and in the bulk could be one possible driving force that induced
the segregation of Fe to the surface at lower oxygen pressures. Based on our observation
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of the segregation of Fe to the surface, we hypothesize that the particles that formed at
the grain boundaries may be an iron-enriched phase.
Surface Electronic Structure

Tunneling Current(nA)

Tunneling spectroscopy shows that the electronic structure of the surface strongly
depends on the environment to which the film is subjected. At room temperature, the
surface is insulating and the film needs to be taken to higher temperatures to enable
STM/STS measurements. The average tunneling spectra at 380oC (Fig. 4) exhibits an
energy gap in the density of electronic states (DOS) near the Fermi level (0 V). At this
temperature, three characteristic band gap values, around 1.2 eV, 1.6 eV and 2.5 eV were
observed. Upon heating to 430oC, no remaining gap in the DOS was observed. This
suggests the possibility that initially localized carriers become delocalized and/or the
increasing formation of oxygen vacancies release increasing levels of carriers at elevated
temperatures. More studies are required to clarify these observations.
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Figure 4. Tunneling spectra measured at 380 and 430oC, PO2~ 10-3mbar (Vtip = 2 V, I =
500 pA)
For bulk SrTi0.65Fe0.35O3 , the band gap is reported to be ~ 2.5 eV (7). In this study,
several band gap values were observed at the surface including one equal to the bulk
value. The variation in band gap values could be associated with the presence of localized
defects on the surface. The formation of oxygen vacancies modify the d band structure of
the neighboring transition metals and can induce states in the gap (28). The formation of
oxygen vacancies on TiO2 – terminated surfaces of STO was reported to create a band
within the energy gap (29, 30). Beyond single oxygen vacancies, defect clusters like
cation-oxygen vacancy complexes can also impact the local surface electronic structure.
One example can be found in the ab initio calculations of Kim et al. (31) for the cluster
of a Sr vacancy and two oxygen vacancies which is reported to induce a defect band with
a gap of 1.3 eV. This is consistent with the observation in this study of a reduction in Sr
content and the generation of oxygen vacancies at elevated temperatures on STF surfaces.
While these may serve as possible governing mechanisms in the temperature dependent
transitions in electronic structure, the exact mechanism still requires further investigation.
Conclusions
The surface electronic, chemical, and topographic behavior of highly textured
SrTi0.65Fe0.35O3 thin films varied significantly as a function of temperature and oxygen
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partial pressure. Structurally, particles, likely to be Fe-enriched secondary phases, were
identified at the grain boundaries when the film was reduced at 430oC and 10-9 mbar.
Chemically, the A to B site ratio was found to decrease and the Fe content to increase
with decreasing oxygen pressure. Fe was also found to partially reduce its valance state
to Fe2+. Electronically, the surface changed from insulating, to semiconducting (energy
gap) to metallic (zero gap) with increasing temperature. This may be related to the
formation of oxygen vacancies and Fe2+ during the annealing process. These results
represent an initial set of in situ surface structure, chemical composition and electronic
state correlations on dense thin film STF model cathodes as a function of the environment.
In depth analysis of such correlations are essential towards advancing our understanding
of how the surface condition relates to the oxygen reduction activity on SOFC cathodes.
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